IAWG Update

- IAWG received comments on the IAF Overview during the 45 day All Member and IPR Review. These comments have been considered and, where appropriate, updates to the document have been made. The document is going to LC for approval shortly.
- IAWG is preparing comments for DIACC (Digital Identification and Authentication Council of Canada) on the Privacy Component and the Privacy Conformance Criteria of their Pan Canadian Trust Framework (PCTF).
- IAWG is preparing a response to the UK Department of Digital, Culture, Media and Sports (DCMS) Call for Evidence on Digital Identity.
- Kantara Initiative members identified a number of instances where interpretation of SP 800-63 rev.3 requirements has proven to be challenging. In response to these challenges, IAWG developed five Implementation Guidance Reports. IAWG submitted these comments to NIST requesting that they review the reports and provide feedback as to the correctness of Kantara’s interpretation and therefore of its recommended action(s). It should be noted that, in the interests of progressing adoption and encouraging provision of services which meeting the requirements of SP 800-63 rev.3, Kantara has adopted and is already applying the recommendations.